Enrich life

Case study: Celine
Condition: Tracheomalacia

“We can now go outdoors all day ... we enjoy every moment” — Ariane (mother)
Celine is almost 13 years old. Like most girls her age,
technology means a lot to her, but it’s not the latest phones
or iPads that are of interest. For Celine it’s a state-of-the-art
portable ventilator that is most important.
Celine has needed a ventilator since birth. Born with
tracheomalacia, along with a range of heart and lung
problems, doctors predicted she was unlikely to live
beyond 12 months.
However, ventilation was established. Operations were
performed. Infections were treated. And after nine months,
Celine was discharged from hospital – fully ventilated to the
care of her mother, Ariane.
At that time caring for a fully ventilated child at home was
a relatively new occurrence – even in innovative Germany
where Celine and her mother live. But Ariane was
determined to give her daughter every opportunity to
enjoy life and develop to her full potential.
Challenges were many. In the beginning the dry air being
blown into Celine’s lungs was irritating, causing her to cough
and making her vulnerable to infections. The air needed to
be humidified, but finding the balance between sufficient
moisture and too much fluid took a long time.
Celine is now established on the HumiCare™ humidifier, which
she uses overnight and if she is ill. “HumiCare is fantastic,”
says Ariane. Not only has it reduced the coughing but also
Celine has had far fewer respiratory infections since she
started on an earlier version of this device three years ago.
Another major challenge in Celine’s case has been accessing
the multiple services, therapies and even enjoyable activities
that Ariane knew her daughter needed if she were to have a
healthy and happy life.

Fundamental to meeting this challenge was to have a
ventilator that was readily portable.
“It needed to be small and lightweight” said Ariane, “and
the batteries needed to last as long as possible.”
Ariane was packing three batteries along with everything
else for a day’s outing, when she was asked if she would
trial Celine on ResMed’s latest ventilator, Astral™, which
has a battery life of up to 24 hours.*
The changeover of ventilators was done at home, without
any problems, and immediately both Ariane and Celine
noticed an advantage.
“The Astral is not as loud as the previous ventilator which
used to sometimes wake us up at night,” Ariane said. Its
small size and weight make it easily transportable but it’s the
extended battery life that has made the biggest difference.
“We can now go outdoors all day,” Ariane says.
Celine attends physical therapy, speech therapy and even
swimming. She can walk with a frame and is able to make
sounds, which will hopefully soon become words.
Celine has not just survived full-time ventilation, she has
flourished.
“We enjoy every moment,” Ariane says.
When considering the future, Ariane hopes her daughter
“will have the freedom to do anything she wants.”
It’s a dream that would have been impossible when Celine
was first ventilated over 12 years ago, but now given the
new technology, it is a dream that looks well within reach.
* Internal battery plus two external batteries.
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